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the european union is a success story it brought enemy countries together combined their
powers fostered economic and social development successfully competed with the american
market and also resisted against the soviet expansionism as the most developed supranational
international organization in modern history the eu maintained europe at the center of world
politics with the end of the cold war the member states attempted to transform the
organization from an economic institution into a political and military structure having the
ultimate goal to create a federal state like institution however after unexpected changes in the
global system and the emergence of new political actors the eu began to experience many
difficulties as a result today the eu is in a political deadlock and it seems that the continental
unity achieved by the eu has begun to shatter the reasons behind this are several first of all
increasing illiberalism and authoritarianism in the west began to threaten the main liberal
values that provide the expedient environment for social development and also for peaceful
coexistence the increase of xenophobia racism fascism ultra nationalism and anti islamism
uncovered the illiberal european traditions as a result we now witness a division not only
between europeans and non europeans but also between europeans themselves namely there
are many fault lines which divide and alienate the european countries from one another for
instance there is an increasing friction between relatively robust economies of the north and
volatile economies of the south second the member states of the eu have lost their common
other enemy throughout the cold war most european countries stood behind the u s in order to
struggle against all global and regional threats such as the spread of communism and the
expansionism of the soviet union however today european countries have different national
priorities for instance while some european countries have begun to spend more in their
defense budget others refuse to increase their defense allocation and continue to prioritize
economic development a similar division can be seen in terms of the stance towards russia
third the future of the eu is closely associated with the future of nato maintaining the unity in
military and security issues requires cooperation in other sectors especially in the economy
many european countries are not happy with what the u s does regarding nato the trump
administration has been following a nationalist unilateral and therefore conflictual economic
policy towards europe considering the european trade surplus with the u s trump declared
europe as bad as china these developments have further deepened the gap between the eu and
the u s fourth the eu institutionalization was at its peak after the collapse of the cold war
system and the eu enlargement towards eastern europe nevertheless it faced important
challenges stemming from new topics such as defense and foreign policy and the accession of
possible new members following the accession of eastern european states the gap between the
most advanced members and relatively less developed states widened consequently the eu lost
its attractiveness for many european states and the british who did not want to share the
burden of other member states decided to leave the eu this was the first step towards
disintegration of the eu and this backward tendency will most probably continue fifth due to
increasing shallowness and mediocrity european politics has lost its visionary outlook and
strategic depth the new generation of european politicians on the whole lack the visionary
outlook of the previous generations they are trapped in conjuncture and populist policies with
short term concerns or gains that is they just try to save the day this new political elite in
europe does not believe in eu values such as pluralism and the win win strategy some eu
members are reluctant to share the burden of other members southern tier eu countries have
been experiencing economic problems and struggling against the influx of refugees but the
northern tier countries are relatively free of these problems and do not want to import these
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issues into their domestic politics last but not least european countries have been otherizing
migrants and foreigners in this context turkey has been considered as the main other for many
years it seems that when it comes to turkey the eu institutions and member countries freeze
most of their differences and problems and prioritize turkey s domestic and foreign
developments the new generation of politicians welcomes the increase of ultra nationalism
fascism racism xenophobia anti islamism and anti turkism even mainstream politicians have
begun to normalize this tendency and as such the animosity against islam and turkey is
becoming widespread all over europe with these in mind this new issue of insight turkey aims
at providing a general framework regarding some of the most important issues that have a
direct impact on the future of the eu including here german hegemony after brexit cyber
security eu relations with turkey and the u s and the rise of the radical right simon bulmer s
commentary focuses on the sources of german hegemony within the eu after brexit to later
suggest two possible scenarios namely the franco german partnership s revival or a form of
german hegemony andré barrinha in his commentary touches upon a very interesting topic that
has gained a lot of importance lately cyber security has emerged as the focus of many western
organizations especially for the eu as they perceive russia as a direct threat in cyberspace in
this context barrinha analyzes the response of the eu to the russian threat and its effectiveness
trump s arrival has created a lot of chaos in the world and we witness the decomposition of
liberal values every day in such an environment u s eu alliance is facing many difficulties and
the cracks are becoming more visible kılıç buğra kanat has presented a brief analysis on the
transatlantic relations and contends that unpredictability is now considered the defining
characteristic of the u s attitude toward europe remaining within the context of the
transatlantic relations Şafak oğuz s article focuses on the missile defense system of nato
entitled the epaa and argues that it is one of the key regional missile defense projects for the u
s which claims to protect europe from the iranian ballistic missile threat but actually is
designed to protect the american homeland and targets russian intercontinental ballistic
missiles with nuclear warheads the standoff in the turkey eu relations has been present for
some years now by focusing on the topic of the customs union ciğdem nas and serdar altay
present a brief analysis and suggestions for a possible new agreement between turkey and the
eu in her commentary Çiğdem nas contends that the upgrade of the customs union could bring
a breath of fresh air to turkey eu relations and reignite the process of turkey s gradual
integration into the eu while arguing on the necessity of the upgrade of the customs union
altay states that since membership is no longer an option the sole contractual framework that
will bind turkey and the eu for the foreseeable future will be an upgraded customs union as
mentioned above the rise of the far right constitutes a serious threat to european unity and as a
result to the eu itself in the light of this aristotle kallis addresses the eu s policies toward the
rising far right and argues that the eu needs to take into consideration the causes of citizen
resentment without adopting the language and logic of the right wing populists the article of
sertan akbaba provides a more detailed analysis of the now dominant discourses in europe
used by the leaders of the far right parties mainly in netherlands finland italy and hungary the
main targets of these populist discourses have been the muslim people living in the european
countries for this reason in this issue we bring to our readers two compelling perspectives on
the one hand pamela irving jackson and pete doerschler provide qualitative and quantitative
evidence of european identification by muslims in france austria and the netherlands as a
response to the far right political mobilization on the other hand enes bayraklı farid hafez and
léonard faytre evaluate how the governments in austria france and germany have tried to
assimilate the muslims living in these states via specific laws and institutions according to
them the underlying message of these policies is the fact that european states consider the
muslims a security threat to the state and society the weakening and defeat of isis will
ironically have a negative impact on european security this is what kyle orton has argued in his
article after providing a detailed analysis of the terrorist organization pkk and its offshoots
orton explains how the foreign fighters that fought in syria against isis are now going back in
their homelands mainly europe becoming a serious threat to its security hakan samur in his
article evaluates the stance of the kurdish people living in turkey towards turkey s membership
of the eu based on the research field that the author has conducted samur concludes by saying
that while the kurds are somewhat distrustful and skeptical toward the eu they continue to
support eu membership the balkans is one of the most important regions within europe and it
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has a direct impact on european security economy and policies however for a long time people
living in this region have fought each other in response to this mirsad kriještorac in optimistic
tones argues that in order to move past the enmity that has characterized the balkans it is
necessary to display the region s religious and ethnic diversity as an inherent quality and a
building block of cooperation and progress lastly this issue of insight turkey brings an analysis
of the june 24 elections in turkey from the pen of fahrettin altun after approximately one year
since the turkish people approved the transition to the presidential system in the april 16
referendum in a consolidated majority recep tayyip erdoğan became the first president of the
new turkey for those interested in turkish politics altun s commentary provides a general
background to the new presidential system the electoral campaign of the parties that
participated in the elections and the impact that the results of these elections will have on
turkish politics in conclusion internal and external threats have weakened the eu and its
political discourse of pluralism and peaceful coexistence furthermore continental and global
conjunctures are also at work against the principles of the eu for this reason it is possible that
one questions the effectiveness and future of the eu we are confident that this issue of insight
turkey provides in depth information on important issues that are directly related to the eu and
should be read carefully by anyone interested in the eu policies and its future in the past
decade the field of comparative cognition has grown and thrived no less rigorous than purely
behavioristic investigations examinations of animal intelligence are useful for scientists and
psychologists alike in their quest to understand the nature and mechanisms of intelligence
extensive field research of various species has yielded exciting new areas of research
integrating findings from psychology behavioral ecology and ethology in a unique and wide
ranging synthesis of theory and research on animal cognition the oxford handbook of
comparative cognition contains sections on perception and illusion attention and search
memory processes spatial cognition conceptualization and categorization problem solving and
behavioral flexibility and social cognition processes including findings in primate tool usage
pattern learning and counting the authors have incorporated findings and theoretical
approaches that reflect the current state of the field this comprehensive volume will be a must
read for students and scientists who want to know about the state of the art of the modern
science of comparative cognition infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is
segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and
projects a lively graphic narrative reports on censorship of political cartoons around the world
featuring interviews with censored cartoonists from pittsburgh to beijing why do the powerful
feel so threatened by political cartoons cartoons don t tell secrets or move markets yet as
cherian george and sonny liew show us in red lines cartoonists have been harassed trolled sued
fired jailed attacked and assassinated for their insolence the robustness of political cartooning
one of the most elemental forms of political speech says something about the health of
democracy in a lively graphic narrative illustrated by liew himself a prize winning cartoonist
red lines crisscrosses the globe to feel the pulse of a vocation under attack a syrian cartoonist
insults the president and has his hands broken by goons an indian cartoonist stands up to
misogyny and receives rape threats an israeli artist finds his antiracist works censored by
social media algorithms and the new york times caught in the crossfire of the culture wars
decides to stop publishing editorial cartoons completely red lines studies thin skinned tyrants
the invisible hand of market censorship and demands in the name of social justice to rein in the
right to offend it includes interviews with more than sixty cartoonists and insights from art
historians legal scholars and political scientists all presented in graphic form this engaging
account makes it clear that cartoon censorship doesn t just matter to cartoonists and their fans
when the red lines are misapplied all citizens are potential victims the ancient chinese were
profoundly influenced by the sun moon and stars making persistent efforts to mirror astral
phenomena in shaping their civilization in this pioneering text david w pankenier introduces
readers to a seriously understudied field illustrating how astronomy shaped the culture of
china from the very beginning and how it influenced areas as disparate as art architecture
calendrical science myth technology and political and military decision making as elsewhere in
the ancient world there was no positive distinction between astronomy and astrology in ancient
china and so astrology or more precisely astral omenology is a principal focus of the book
drawing on a broad range of sources including archaeological discoveries classical texts
inscriptions and paleography this thought provoking book documents the role of astronomical
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phenomena in the development of the celestial empire from the late neolithic through the late
imperial period mike and barbara bivona have danced their way around the world embracing
the colorful rhythms of each country and culture in their travels now mike the author of
dancing around the world with mike and barbara bivona returns to share more of their globe
trotting adventures in part one of a new travel memoir series while cruising the islands they
witnessed lava flowing into the surf off the shores of hawaii and danced on a nightclub floor
that once saw the white uniformed officers of the warships anchored at the naval station in
pearl harbor mike describes the thrill and challenge of learning the intricate steps of the
argentine tango in buenos aires and more importantly absorbing its proper attitude from
master dancers the brimstone fumes wreathing the slopes of mt vesuvius transported them
back in time as the frozen bodies of the unlucky residents of pompeii and herculaneumas well
as the evidence of romans lively erotic imagination left on walls and sculptured into
clayinspired numerous colorful conversations mike and barbaras shared passion for art and
history has led them to seek out the haunts of other lovers of adventurecolumbus ponce de leon
general custer circus impresario john ringling and the elderly jazz musicians in new orleans
part memoir and part travelogue this volume offers you a trip around the world with the
bivonaswithout ever leaving your chair traveling around the world with mike and barbara
bivona by michael bivona cpa published by iuniverse was a winner in the annual eric hoffer
awards for short prose and independent books 2014 for ebooks nonfiction the us review of
books reviewed by barbara bamberger scott the author argues that we have reached the nadir
of the adaptive range of our industrialised world now faced with an unsustainable trilemma of
social organisational and economic complexity we have entered an era in which the rules we
have previously organised our lives around no longer apply leaving us with both a design
problem and a design challenge which we must urgently solve by describing an entirely new
way for true social economic and organisational innovation to happen no straight lines presents
a revolutionary logic and an inspiring plea for a more human centric world infoworld is
targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers
infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects
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the european union is a success story it brought enemy countries together combined their
powers fostered economic and social development successfully competed with the american
market and also resisted against the soviet expansionism as the most developed supranational
international organization in modern history the eu maintained europe at the center of world
politics with the end of the cold war the member states attempted to transform the
organization from an economic institution into a political and military structure having the
ultimate goal to create a federal state like institution however after unexpected changes in the
global system and the emergence of new political actors the eu began to experience many
difficulties as a result today the eu is in a political deadlock and it seems that the continental
unity achieved by the eu has begun to shatter the reasons behind this are several first of all
increasing illiberalism and authoritarianism in the west began to threaten the main liberal
values that provide the expedient environment for social development and also for peaceful
coexistence the increase of xenophobia racism fascism ultra nationalism and anti islamism
uncovered the illiberal european traditions as a result we now witness a division not only
between europeans and non europeans but also between europeans themselves namely there
are many fault lines which divide and alienate the european countries from one another for
instance there is an increasing friction between relatively robust economies of the north and
volatile economies of the south second the member states of the eu have lost their common
other enemy throughout the cold war most european countries stood behind the u s in order to
struggle against all global and regional threats such as the spread of communism and the
expansionism of the soviet union however today european countries have different national
priorities for instance while some european countries have begun to spend more in their
defense budget others refuse to increase their defense allocation and continue to prioritize
economic development a similar division can be seen in terms of the stance towards russia
third the future of the eu is closely associated with the future of nato maintaining the unity in
military and security issues requires cooperation in other sectors especially in the economy
many european countries are not happy with what the u s does regarding nato the trump
administration has been following a nationalist unilateral and therefore conflictual economic
policy towards europe considering the european trade surplus with the u s trump declared
europe as bad as china these developments have further deepened the gap between the eu and
the u s fourth the eu institutionalization was at its peak after the collapse of the cold war
system and the eu enlargement towards eastern europe nevertheless it faced important
challenges stemming from new topics such as defense and foreign policy and the accession of
possible new members following the accession of eastern european states the gap between the
most advanced members and relatively less developed states widened consequently the eu lost
its attractiveness for many european states and the british who did not want to share the
burden of other member states decided to leave the eu this was the first step towards
disintegration of the eu and this backward tendency will most probably continue fifth due to
increasing shallowness and mediocrity european politics has lost its visionary outlook and
strategic depth the new generation of european politicians on the whole lack the visionary
outlook of the previous generations they are trapped in conjuncture and populist policies with
short term concerns or gains that is they just try to save the day this new political elite in
europe does not believe in eu values such as pluralism and the win win strategy some eu
members are reluctant to share the burden of other members southern tier eu countries have
been experiencing economic problems and struggling against the influx of refugees but the
northern tier countries are relatively free of these problems and do not want to import these
issues into their domestic politics last but not least european countries have been otherizing
migrants and foreigners in this context turkey has been considered as the main other for many
years it seems that when it comes to turkey the eu institutions and member countries freeze
most of their differences and problems and prioritize turkey s domestic and foreign
developments the new generation of politicians welcomes the increase of ultra nationalism
fascism racism xenophobia anti islamism and anti turkism even mainstream politicians have
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begun to normalize this tendency and as such the animosity against islam and turkey is
becoming widespread all over europe with these in mind this new issue of insight turkey aims
at providing a general framework regarding some of the most important issues that have a
direct impact on the future of the eu including here german hegemony after brexit cyber
security eu relations with turkey and the u s and the rise of the radical right simon bulmer s
commentary focuses on the sources of german hegemony within the eu after brexit to later
suggest two possible scenarios namely the franco german partnership s revival or a form of
german hegemony andré barrinha in his commentary touches upon a very interesting topic that
has gained a lot of importance lately cyber security has emerged as the focus of many western
organizations especially for the eu as they perceive russia as a direct threat in cyberspace in
this context barrinha analyzes the response of the eu to the russian threat and its effectiveness
trump s arrival has created a lot of chaos in the world and we witness the decomposition of
liberal values every day in such an environment u s eu alliance is facing many difficulties and
the cracks are becoming more visible kılıç buğra kanat has presented a brief analysis on the
transatlantic relations and contends that unpredictability is now considered the defining
characteristic of the u s attitude toward europe remaining within the context of the
transatlantic relations Şafak oğuz s article focuses on the missile defense system of nato
entitled the epaa and argues that it is one of the key regional missile defense projects for the u
s which claims to protect europe from the iranian ballistic missile threat but actually is
designed to protect the american homeland and targets russian intercontinental ballistic
missiles with nuclear warheads the standoff in the turkey eu relations has been present for
some years now by focusing on the topic of the customs union ciğdem nas and serdar altay
present a brief analysis and suggestions for a possible new agreement between turkey and the
eu in her commentary Çiğdem nas contends that the upgrade of the customs union could bring
a breath of fresh air to turkey eu relations and reignite the process of turkey s gradual
integration into the eu while arguing on the necessity of the upgrade of the customs union
altay states that since membership is no longer an option the sole contractual framework that
will bind turkey and the eu for the foreseeable future will be an upgraded customs union as
mentioned above the rise of the far right constitutes a serious threat to european unity and as a
result to the eu itself in the light of this aristotle kallis addresses the eu s policies toward the
rising far right and argues that the eu needs to take into consideration the causes of citizen
resentment without adopting the language and logic of the right wing populists the article of
sertan akbaba provides a more detailed analysis of the now dominant discourses in europe
used by the leaders of the far right parties mainly in netherlands finland italy and hungary the
main targets of these populist discourses have been the muslim people living in the european
countries for this reason in this issue we bring to our readers two compelling perspectives on
the one hand pamela irving jackson and pete doerschler provide qualitative and quantitative
evidence of european identification by muslims in france austria and the netherlands as a
response to the far right political mobilization on the other hand enes bayraklı farid hafez and
léonard faytre evaluate how the governments in austria france and germany have tried to
assimilate the muslims living in these states via specific laws and institutions according to
them the underlying message of these policies is the fact that european states consider the
muslims a security threat to the state and society the weakening and defeat of isis will
ironically have a negative impact on european security this is what kyle orton has argued in his
article after providing a detailed analysis of the terrorist organization pkk and its offshoots
orton explains how the foreign fighters that fought in syria against isis are now going back in
their homelands mainly europe becoming a serious threat to its security hakan samur in his
article evaluates the stance of the kurdish people living in turkey towards turkey s membership
of the eu based on the research field that the author has conducted samur concludes by saying
that while the kurds are somewhat distrustful and skeptical toward the eu they continue to
support eu membership the balkans is one of the most important regions within europe and it
has a direct impact on european security economy and policies however for a long time people
living in this region have fought each other in response to this mirsad kriještorac in optimistic
tones argues that in order to move past the enmity that has characterized the balkans it is
necessary to display the region s religious and ethnic diversity as an inherent quality and a
building block of cooperation and progress lastly this issue of insight turkey brings an analysis
of the june 24 elections in turkey from the pen of fahrettin altun after approximately one year
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since the turkish people approved the transition to the presidential system in the april 16
referendum in a consolidated majority recep tayyip erdoğan became the first president of the
new turkey for those interested in turkish politics altun s commentary provides a general
background to the new presidential system the electoral campaign of the parties that
participated in the elections and the impact that the results of these elections will have on
turkish politics in conclusion internal and external threats have weakened the eu and its
political discourse of pluralism and peaceful coexistence furthermore continental and global
conjunctures are also at work against the principles of the eu for this reason it is possible that
one questions the effectiveness and future of the eu we are confident that this issue of insight
turkey provides in depth information on important issues that are directly related to the eu and
should be read carefully by anyone interested in the eu policies and its future

Docket No. FD 35116, R.J. Corman Railroad
Company/Pennsylvania Lines Inc., Construction and
Operation of 20 Miles of Rail Line in Clearfield and
Centre Counties 2011
in the past decade the field of comparative cognition has grown and thrived no less rigorous
than purely behavioristic investigations examinations of animal intelligence are useful for
scientists and psychologists alike in their quest to understand the nature and mechanisms of
intelligence extensive field research of various species has yielded exciting new areas of
research integrating findings from psychology behavioral ecology and ethology in a unique and
wide ranging synthesis of theory and research on animal cognition the oxford handbook of
comparative cognition contains sections on perception and illusion attention and search
memory processes spatial cognition conceptualization and categorization problem solving and
behavioral flexibility and social cognition processes including findings in primate tool usage
pattern learning and counting the authors have incorporated findings and theoretical
approaches that reflect the current state of the field this comprehensive volume will be a must
read for students and scientists who want to know about the state of the art of the modern
science of comparative cognition
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infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic
centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects
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a lively graphic narrative reports on censorship of political cartoons around the world featuring
interviews with censored cartoonists from pittsburgh to beijing why do the powerful feel so
threatened by political cartoons cartoons don t tell secrets or move markets yet as cherian
george and sonny liew show us in red lines cartoonists have been harassed trolled sued fired
jailed attacked and assassinated for their insolence the robustness of political cartooning one
of the most elemental forms of political speech says something about the health of democracy
in a lively graphic narrative illustrated by liew himself a prize winning cartoonist red lines
crisscrosses the globe to feel the pulse of a vocation under attack a syrian cartoonist insults the
president and has his hands broken by goons an indian cartoonist stands up to misogyny and
receives rape threats an israeli artist finds his antiracist works censored by social media
algorithms and the new york times caught in the crossfire of the culture wars decides to stop
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publishing editorial cartoons completely red lines studies thin skinned tyrants the invisible
hand of market censorship and demands in the name of social justice to rein in the right to
offend it includes interviews with more than sixty cartoonists and insights from art historians
legal scholars and political scientists all presented in graphic form this engaging account
makes it clear that cartoon censorship doesn t just matter to cartoonists and their fans when
the red lines are misapplied all citizens are potential victims

History of the Belgian Railways, in numbers. (no. 1. The
State lines and Namur and Liége Railway ... By a
Resident in Belgium. no. 2. The Namur and Liége,
appendix and West Flanders Railways, etc.). 1942
the ancient chinese were profoundly influenced by the sun moon and stars making persistent
efforts to mirror astral phenomena in shaping their civilization in this pioneering text david w
pankenier introduces readers to a seriously understudied field illustrating how astronomy
shaped the culture of china from the very beginning and how it influenced areas as disparate
as art architecture calendrical science myth technology and political and military decision
making as elsewhere in the ancient world there was no positive distinction between astronomy
and astrology in ancient china and so astrology or more precisely astral omenology is a
principal focus of the book drawing on a broad range of sources including archaeological
discoveries classical texts inscriptions and paleography this thought provoking book documents
the role of astronomical phenomena in the development of the celestial empire from the late
neolithic through the late imperial period

Journal of the Assembly, Legislature of the State of
California 2001
mike and barbara bivona have danced their way around the world embracing the colorful
rhythms of each country and culture in their travels now mike the author of dancing around the
world with mike and barbara bivona returns to share more of their globe trotting adventures in
part one of a new travel memoir series while cruising the islands they witnessed lava flowing
into the surf off the shores of hawaii and danced on a nightclub floor that once saw the white
uniformed officers of the warships anchored at the naval station in pearl harbor mike describes
the thrill and challenge of learning the intricate steps of the argentine tango in buenos aires
and more importantly absorbing its proper attitude from master dancers the brimstone fumes
wreathing the slopes of mt vesuvius transported them back in time as the frozen bodies of the
unlucky residents of pompeii and herculaneumas well as the evidence of romans lively erotic
imagination left on walls and sculptured into clayinspired numerous colorful conversations
mike and barbaras shared passion for art and history has led them to seek out the haunts of
other lovers of adventurecolumbus ponce de leon general custer circus impresario john
ringling and the elderly jazz musicians in new orleans part memoir and part travelogue this
volume offers you a trip around the world with the bivonaswithout ever leaving your chair
traveling around the world with mike and barbara bivona by michael bivona cpa published by
iuniverse was a winner in the annual eric hoffer awards for short prose and independent books
2014 for ebooks nonfiction the us review of books reviewed by barbara bamberger scott

Internal Revenue Cumulative Bulletin 1892
the author argues that we have reached the nadir of the adaptive range of our industrialised
world now faced with an unsustainable trilemma of social organisational and economic
complexity we have entered an era in which the rules we have previously organised our lives
around no longer apply leaving us with both a design problem and a design challenge which we
must urgently solve by describing an entirely new way for true social economic and
organisational innovation to happen no straight lines presents a revolutionary logic and an
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inspiring plea for a more human centric world
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infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic
centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects

The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Cognition 1889
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The Electrical Review 1981-12-21

InfoWorld 2021-08-31
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Astrology and Cosmology in Early China 1894

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of
London 2005
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Atlantic Reporter 2013-11-01

Traveling Around the World with Mike and Barbara
Bivona 2011
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The Cyclopædia; Or, Universal Dictionary of Arts,
Sciences, and Literature. By Abraham Rees, ... with the
Assistance of Eminent Professional Gentlemen.
Illustrated with Numerous Engravings, by the Most
Disinguished Artists. In Thirthy-nine Volumes. Vol. 1 [-
39] 1893

The Japan Daily Mail 1874

Journal of the Royal Society of Arts 1870
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The Academy 1882

A dictionary of chemistry and the allied branches of other
sciences 1925

Industrial Refrigeration 1871

Nature London 1877

The Builder 2001

Special Circular 1957
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Hesperia 1985
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